Rationally designed artificial materials enable mechanical properties that are inaccessible with ordinary materials. Pushing on an ordinary linearly elastic bar can cause it to be deformed in many ways. However, a twist, the counterpart of optical activity in the static case, is strictly zero. The unavailability of this degree of freedom hinders applications in terms of mode conversion and the realization of advanced mechanical designs using coordinate transformations. Here, we aim at realizing microstructured three-dimensional elastic chiral mechanical metamaterials that overcome this limitation. On overall millimeter-sized samples, we measure twists per axial strain exceeding 2°/%. Scaling up the number of unit cells for fixed sample dimensions, the twist is robust due to metamaterial stiffening, indicating a characteristic length scale and bringing the aforementioned applications into reach.
T he concept of rationally designed humanmade composite materials or metamaterials, together with advances in three-dimensional (3D) micro-and nanofabrication, has recently opened the door to mechanical properties that were previously inaccessible (1) . By virtue of mechanical metamaterials, applications have come into reach that require ultralow mass densities (2-4), ultrastrong materials (5), deployable materials for space missions (6) , protection by mechanical cloaking (7) or reusable mechanical shock-absorbing materials (8) (9) (10) , programmable mechanical properties (11) , reconfigurability (12) , or nonreciprocal one-way isolation of forces (13) . In addition to these quasistatic examples, mode conversion between longitudinal and transverse in-plane elastic waves has recently been achieved in 2D metamaterials (14) . However, the elastic counterpart of optical activity in 3D chiral structures (15, 16) , converting one transverse linearly polarized elastic wave into the orthogonal transverse one, has been elusive.
In the static case, such "mechanical activity" is connected to the fact that an elastic solid cannot twist upon pushing or pulling on it within ordinary (Cauchy) continuum mechanics ( Fig. 1) , implying zero force-torque coupling. In essence, the solid cannot twist because the atomic unit cells in macroscopic bodies are so small that they can be seen as infinitesimally small volumes (17) . Hence, there is no spatial scale. A pointlike object can be displaced, but there is no meaning in saying that it rotates or deforms.
Mathematically, Cauchy continuum mechanics is the generalization of Hooke's law in 1D, which states that the force is the product of the Hooke's spring constant and the displacement. In 3D, the stress tensor s ↔ becomes the inner product of the elasticity tensor C ↔ and the strain tensor D ↔ -i.e.,
where we use the Einstein summation convention (17) . C ↔ is invariant under space inversion, which converts left-handed structures into right-handed structures, whereas both s ↔ and D ↔ change their sign (17) . Therefore, Cauchy elasticity does not describe any chiral effects. The underlying approximation of treating a crystal unit cell as pointlike works if the unit cell is much smaller than the sample size and much smaller than the wavelength/l of an elastic wave. In the static case, the wavelength is formally infinitely large, and only the ratio of sample size L to unit-cell size a matters. For Cauchy continuum mechanics, this means that the number of unit cells within a bar does not influence its properties because there is no spatial reference scale (mathematically, the scale is infinitesimally small). Cauchy continuum mechanics has been generalized toward linear micropolar continuum mechanics (18) (19) (20) , which we will use below, and further toward higher-order gradients (21) . Finally, outside of the linear regime, instabilities can lead to further unusual behavior (22) . Here, however, we aim at the linear elastic regime.
We designed, fabricated, characterized, and mapped onto micropolar effective-medium parameters 3D chiral microstructured mechanical metamaterials with twist degrees of freedom going qualitatively beyond Cauchy elasticity and representing the counterpart of optical activity (15, 16) in mechanics. We focus on the static case. The rational design makes our work distinct from previous experimental studies characterizing existing materials, such as bone (23, 24) or granular composites (25) , with respect to micropolar elasticity in the dynamic regime. There, any unusual observation also needs to be distinguished unambiguously from both viscoelasticity (23) and/or from the effects of a generally anisotropic dynamic massdensity tensor (26) .
We designed the metamaterial unit cell (Fig.  1C ) by extensive numerical optimization (figs. S1 to S4), bearing in mind fabrication restrictions in regard to the minimum accessible ratio of feature size to unit-cell size a. This makes our blueprint distinct from other recent ones (27) . Our unit cell has four-fold rotational symmetry upon . S1 ).
rotation around the three principal cubic axes. It is chiral-hence noncentrosymmetric-because it does not superimpose on its mirror image. Figure  1D illustrates the mechanism. We assembled an artificial metamaterial crystal by placing this unit cell onto a simple-cubic translational lattice with lattice constant a. We fabricated a large number of corresponding polymer microstructures by using 3D laser microprinting (Fig. 2) (28) . For the static case, all twist effects must vanish in the limit of large sample extent L with respect to the unitcell size a. Furthermore, within Cauchy continuum mechanics, the Hooke's spring constant of a bar with fixed extent is strictly independent of the number of unit cells within the bar. Thus, the crucial test is to investigate the effective mechanical properties upon changing the size of the unit cell, while fixing the shape and aspect ratios. After process optimization, we obtained a maximum scaling factor of N = L/a = 5 (Fig. 2) .
To test our material experimentally, we fabricated a left-handed chiral metamaterial bar on top of an otherwise identical right-handed bar to keep the total torque at zero. This circumvents the problem of allowing for twist while pushing on a material bar (Fig. 1) . Sliding boundary conditions can solve this issue in principle, but they are problematic on the microscale. Our setup allowed the middle of the sample to rotate while the top and bottom were fixed. We employed image cross-correlation analysis to track markers arranged onto a plate in the middle of the sample (Fig. 2C) to visualize the twist. We derived twist angles by tracking the displacement vectors of all markers and by analyzing these data in terms of a common rotation around the sample center axis ( Fig. 2C and movie S1 ). Independently, we measured the axial displacement of the stamp pushing on the sample-hence the sample strain-and the axial force by a force cell. The derived azimuthal components of the displacement vectors (blue arrows) are comparable to the axial components (red arrows)-that is, the usually forbidden degrees of freedom have become as large as the ordinary ones.
A maximum twist angle exceeding 2°/% of axial strain is found for N = 1, with a total of (N × N × 2N ) × 2 = 4 unit cells (Fig. 3A) . This value decreases by about 50% toward the maximum of N = 5, corresponding to a total of 500 unit cells. At the same time, the effective Young's modulus (i.e., Hooke's spring constant times the sample height, 4L, divided by the sample cross section, L 2 ) increases by a factor of 10 when going from 4 to 500 unit cells. Within Cauchy continuum mechanics, the twist would be strictly zero and the stiffness constant. We repeated all experiments for achiral structures as controls-i.e., for d = 0 (compare with Fig. 1C ) and with otherwise identical design parameters. As expected from Cauchy continuum mechanics and from symmetry, we found zero twist angles within the noise (blue data points in Fig. 3A) and constant effective Young's modulus (Fig. 3B ) upon varying N = 1,2,3,4,5.
We compared our results for both chiral and achiral structures with numerical finite-element calculations for the same design parameters and fixed constituent material Young's modulus E = 2.6 GPa and Poisson's ratio v = 0.4 (28) (Fig. 3) .
We found agreement with our experiments in terms of the overall qualitative behavior. The remaining differences between experiment and theory are likely due to imperfections in sample fabrication in regard to the size scaling.
To interpret the observed twist in terms of effective material parameters, we needed to map the behavior onto a generalized effective-medium description. Such description must grasp the fact that the unit cell itself can rotate with respect to the lattice or be deformed. For negligible deformations in micropolar materials, a rotational vector field f suffices, in addition to the usual displacement vector field u, leading to the generalized linear elasticity equations (18) (19) (20) 
Here, s ↔ is the usual stress tensor, m ↔ is the coupled stress tensor, D kl ¼ 4B). Numerical calculations, extended to L=a≫1 ( fig. S5 ), showed that the twist angle asymptotically decreases as ºðL=aÞ À1 ¼ 1=N. Upon axial loading, each unit-cell facet generates a transverse displacement, which adds up to a rotational deformation of the unit cell ( fig. S1 ). Intuitively, the rotational displacement vectors of touching unitcell facets in the bulk cancel each other, such that the overall material twist stems from open unitcell facets at the metamaterial surface, leading to a scaling º surface/volumeº1/N. The same competition between displacements of neighboring unit cells in the bulk also leads to an initial stiffening of the metamaterial with increasing N until the Young's modulus saturates when these competitions in the bulk become the dominating contribution. Finally, dynamic band structure ( fig. S6 ) and eigenmode calculations for the full microstructure (Fig. 1C) revealed a lifting of degeneracy for the two lowest-frequency transverse modes and corresponding circular eigen polarizations with opposite sense of rotation ( fig. S7) . In contrast to the static case with finite L/a and l/a → 1, l/a is finite and L/a → 1 for the band structures. Therefore effects beyond Cauchy continuum mechanics are allowed. As described in the introduction, Cauchy continuum mechanics is recovered in the limit that both l/a → 1 and L/a → 1.
In conclusion, we have presented 3D chiral mechanical metamaterials showing twists per axial strain as large as 2°/%. The twist only decreases by a factor of two upon increasing the total number of unit cells from 4 to 500 for fixed sample dimensions due to a simultaneous increase of the metamaterial stiffness. This stiffening indicates a finite characteristic length scale. In sharp contrast, within Cauchy continuum mechanics, the twist would be strictly zero and the stiffness constant. We see our work as a step toward rationally designed artificial materials for which we can choose specific components of generalized elasticity tensors to obtain a wanted behavior, especially including degrees of freedom beyond Cauchy elasticity. Conversion of transverse modes by "mechanical activity" in analogy to optical activity in chiral optical materials is an example with immediate potential applications. Furthermore, it has been shown theoretically (29) that additional freedom in the elasticity tensors is needed in mechanics-for example, to steer force fields or mechanical waves around obstacles using static or dynamic cloaking structures, respectively, designed by coordinate transformations (30) . (Fig. 4B) ; the solid blue straight lines are the expectation from Cauchy continuum mechanics. Calculation following chiral micropolar continuum mechanics for L = 3a with a = 500 mm (28). In both cases, the axial strain is 1%. The black lines indicate the sample boundaries for zero strain. For better visibility, the deformations have been multiplied by a factor of 10. The false-color scale shows the true displacements. All other parameters are as in Fig. 3 (28) .
